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Without a doubt, education around the world has long been one of the most, 

if not the most discussed and a kind of scandalous topic. Professionals in their 

field, teachers, doctors of science develop new methods of teaching and educating 

the younger generation every day. Eventually, as all of us know, children are our 

future, and happy children are a happy future. 

Let's look at the term "happiness", scoring the meaning of this word in 

Google, you are likely to face such results: "1) The feeling and state of complete, 

supreme satisfaction. 2) Success, luck." They say that happiness is not in money, 

most often that's what people of the old season who received diplomas back in the 

time of the USSR say. However, the Western thinker Napoleon Hill would argue 

here. In his opinion, money helps to find happiness, longevity and peace of mind. I 

can say that teenagers are fully in solidarity with this point of view. Remove 

grandparents from the screen! 

Whoever says anything, any established person's priority is comfortable 

living conditions. At least in our progressive world, where the situation is ruled by 

Generation “Z”. Material wealth, high earnings and career growth are the goal of 

any creative, ambitious personality. Demand generates supply, so there is no time 

to sit still, you should keep up with the times. At the stage, it is very important to 

specify a direct connection with languages, their knowledge and ability to speak 

them. 

There is a theory that half of the world's population is bilingual. That means 

every second person speaks two or even more languages. Compare the same native 

Kazakhstan, here almost everyone passerby speaks at least Kazakh and Russian, 
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and now English has become a mandatory requirement for those who want to 

classify themselves as "erudite". Based on this principle, trilingual education was 

introduced in the country a couple of three years ago. If then the prospect of having 

to familiarize yourself with the culture of another country through an unfamiliar 

language for children is frightening, now most school subjects such as physics, 

chemistry and biology are conducted directly in English, with all these sciences 

inherent terms and definitions. 

Private schools with paid education additionally take French or German 

lessons. They make increased pressure on the languages, thereby expanding not 

only the horizons of the children`s capabilities, but also the brain as a whole. 

Neurobiologists have long proved that intensive immersion in the knowledge of 

new languages leads to an increase in the Hippocampus area and the volume of 

gray matter in the brain. Hippocampus is a part of the brain responsible for 

consolidating memory function, focusing and other vital functions of the body. 

Accordingly, the benefits of this process are unthinkably huge even for everyday 

life, where it is not necessary to negotiate with foreigners on a daily basis or 

maintain a conversation with tourists. It was said for those who are used to 

shouting to the right and left "I don't need languages, I'll stay in my homeland". Of 

course, it is necessary to love and honor your homeland and native language. 

However, do not limit yourself to this reasons, because here we are already talking 

about the benefits of language for a person not only for communication with other 

people, although this is inevitable, but also about developing quite basic skills with 

their help. Is it bad to have a good memory or be able to concentrate in emergency 

situations? I'm sure each of us had cases when in the middle of the day, we 

remembered the iron with anxiety in our hearts, and the rest of the day we 

wondered whether we turned it off. There's a way out - learn languages! And you 

will no longer have to look into the future, because the well-established work in the 

hemisphere, which is responsible for memory, will stop failing and will give this 

information automatically without much effort. 
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 It is not surprising why students of gymnasiums, non-public schools often 

take leading positions at the Republican Olympiads, and become employees of 

world-famous companies such as Deloitte, EY, KPMG and PwC in the future. 

There are jokes on the Internet that to get into one of these teams, you need to sell 

your soul to the devil and pay a little extra from above. Real hard-workers assure 

that patience and labor will undermine everything, and knowledge in the field of 

linguistics will support the result. Another coin in the piggy bank can consider that 

before you get to a prestigious educational institution, you need to pass the 

introductory exams first, and it seems that it makes no sense to say exactly what 

they will be, everything is already very obvious. The next step to the top of the 

iceberg is mainly interviews, on manifestations of personal qualities of a student. 

They will reveal how the student can conduct a dialogue, what ligaments he uses in 

his speech and how great his horizons are to support any of the topics chosen by 

the examiner. A kind of natural selection that does not spare lazy and irresponsible 

youngsters. Women from the category "I'm a mother" argue about the correctness 

of such practices, it seems to them that such measures put a lot of pressure on the 

child and lead to early stress to not yet strong heads. The fact remains that only 

children adapted to their current habitat achieve heights and show themselves from 

completely different angles, both in education and in society. And selection 

schemes were invented to identify a product that can further develop the country in 

general or certain areas of activity. 

 Have you ever been shocked how advanced children are now, they are 

literally not scared of anything, it is impossible to amaze them with something and 

indeed to fool their brains. They use difficult words in their vocabulary, which 

have a deep meaning, and also correspond with each other on social networks 

using slangs and abbreviations. The most famous are ofc (of course), idk (I don't 

care), tnx (thanks) and so on. This kind of information fits very quickly in their 

restless heads, it stays like this for a long time and flows out very skilfully. I dare 

assume that this resonance is caused by nothing but globalization. Most people 
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have already heard this term once, someone skillfully compares it with today's 

realities, and for some it sounded in their ears the sea, the surf and the singing of 

swallows. For those who are still hard with local jokes, there is an insider service 

that I will actually provide. "Insider" is a person who has access to classified 

information on his official position. Shall we start? 

 Globalization, according to the old and good, is a process of global 

economic, political, cultural and religious integration and unification. And now in 

the language of ordinary people, globalization is a process taking place in the 

history of mankind, the main idea of which is that the world will become more 

united as a result of the exchange of goods, products, information, cultural values. 

For the first time I heard this word just in additional English lessons, we were 

given the task to write a thematic essay in the official format. Turning the entire 

Internet upside down, I never understood the true meaning of Globalization at that 

time. The only way out was to write what many people write in a language I don't 

understand, using completely unfamiliar terms. Who would have thought that after 

so many years, I would fully understand the meaning only thanks to social 

network, or rather thanks to Tik Tok. 

 Tik Tok is a kind of video community that is very popular around the world, 

where users share funny, beautiful and aesthetic videos from their routine, 

preferably short and concise. The reason I chose this social network is very simple 

and logical. First of all, it has existed for many years, given the fact that the 

application had previously worked under the old name "Musically". And after the 

owner changed, it was renamed. There are no fewer users from this, and even on 

the contrary, the number of tiktok-obsessed people has doubled or maybe three 

times. Here we see globalization, because bloggers from all over the world share 

their content every second, and then their videos spread to all over the world, 

becoming public domain. People watch each other, borrow ideas and start doing 

something of their own unique. There is no framework on the Internet regarding 

gender, nationality, and even more so language. Knows one thing - everyone 
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knows, by this principle it becomes clear why people from all over the world 

simultaneously learn about new tracks, all of our favorite artists, such as Justin 

Bieber and Taylor Swift. Despite the fact that they belong to America, this does 

not mean that we have no rights to be interested in their work. That's how 

Globalization works in simple words, if you want it even shorter, it's to unite the 

whole world in completely different ways. 

 Kazakhs have a popular proverb: "It is important not to make a mistake in 

two things in life. The first is the choice of profession, and the second is the choice 

of soul mate. It would seem, what does the language have to do with it? The next 

paragraph will clearly appeal to romantic dreamers, I am highly sensitive. Since 

kindergarten, we fall in love, we are interested in those with whom we are in the 

same environment because of frequent spending time together. At school, it's a boy 

with whom you sit at the same desk, a group mate at the university from another 

specialty, and at work just a single colleague who experiences attacks of loneliness 

like you in the evenings. What can we talk about consciously choosing a partner, 

because in other words you have to choose from what is, what is left and has not 

chosen by another. Who guarantees that the person you choose is your soul mate? 

Can't it be that your lover is currently in another city or country, doing completely 

different things and has no idea about your existence. And even if you meet one 

day, there will be a huge gap between you, a speech barrier or even worse, a 

catastrophically wrong choice has already been made. And all this could have been 

prevented if you had once studied English and agreed to the same business trip 

abroad. 

 Maria Rykina is the author and performer of Kazakh folk songs, her most 

famous work is "Dudar-ai". A song about love for Kazakh man, which is now a 

symbol of true feelings, spiritual warmth. This winter, at the "Stars of the Faculty" 

contest, we showed a scene to this famous song, revealing in an excerpt the theme 

of the tragic love of a Russian girl for the Kazakh and the impossibility of 
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relationships due to different mentalities and perceptions of the world, upsetting to 

the heart of all audience. 

 To give an illustration, I would also like to cite the thirty-six-year-old Italian 

singer Son Pascal, who once fell in love with a Kazakh girl and at the call of his 

heart was forced to change his place of residence and make radical changes to his 

usual life. At first, he had a hard time in a metropolis with a beautiful name 

Almaty, working for a small audience. Different mentalities and boredom in Rome 

put him into a state of despair. Nearby was a friend of Anuar Nurpeisov, who never 

stopped believing in him and soon they saw the fruits of joint labor. The impetus 

for him was certainly love, he learned a foreign language in a fit of love, wrote a 

song in a state of love and released it in the name of love. What's not the reason for 

you? 

From all of the above we have discussed, it becomes clear that it is useless to 

argue about the need and importance of multilingualism in the modern world. 

There are two pluses for each disadvantage of multilingualism, if not three or four. 

I believe that sooner or later society will come to the fact that every second person 

will speak at least five languages and proudly poke themselves in the chest with 

words like "polyglot!" Time will tell whether it will be in five, ten years or in the 

next three years. The situation in the world has not been established, it has always 

changed and will be, so we must be confident in the future, making every effort to 

break through a place under the sun. Naturally, those who are older will have 

harder, their brains are hard to perceive new information. And children and 

studentscan still catch a good moment and stop waiting for a miracle, not without 

the help of adults, respectively. Antoine De Saint Exupery noted: "The greatest 

luxury in the world is the luxury of human communication," so why do we 

deliberately deprive ourselves and our children of such luxury? 
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                                                            Резюме 

В настоящее время изучение особенностей языка и литературы, выделение их различий 

открыло путь для развития и совершенствования других отраслей языка.  Через язык, 

этнолингвистику, паралингвистику, психолингвистику, лингвокультурологию широко 

распространились новые направления, оказавшие значительное влияние на коммуникацию 

культуры и литературы.  Кроме того, лингвистические, лингвостилистические, 

лингпоэтические анализы явились основой для сотрудничества и интеграции литературы 

и языкознания, помимо изучения произведений исторических деятелей и анализа их 

художественной ценности с лингвистической точки зрения в литературоведении. 

      Summary 

At present, the study of the features of language and literature, highlighting their differences has 

opened the way for the development and improvement of other branches of the language.  

Through language, ethnolinguistics, paralinguistics, psycholinguistics, linguoculturology, new 

directions have spread widely, which have had a significant impact on the communication of 

culture and literature.  In addition, linguistic, linguo-stylistic, lingo-poetic analyzes were the 

basis for cooperation and integration of literature and linguistics, in addition to studying the 

works of historical figures and analyzing their artistic value from a linguistic point of view in 

literary criticism. 

 

Қазіргі таңда тіл мен әдебиеттің ерекшелігін зерттеу, айырмашылықтарын саралау, 
тілдің басқа салаларының дамып, жетілуіне жол ашты. Тіл арқылы этнолингвистика, 
паралингвистика, психолингвистика, лингвомәдениеттану сынды жаңа бағыт кең етек 
жаюмен қатар, мәдениет пен әдебиеттің байланысуына анағұрлым әсерін тигізді. Сонымен 
қатар, әдебиеттануда тарихи тұлғалардың шығармаларын оқытып, көркемдік құндылығын 
тілдік тұрғыдан талдаудан бөлек, лингвистикалық, лингвостилистикалық, 
лингвопоэтикалық талдаулар әдебиет пен лингвистиканың бірлесіп, жымдасуына негіз 
болды. 
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